Enclosed control satellite product offering

- Type 1, 12, 3R, 4, 4X and 7/9 enclosures
- Combination starters – non-ferrous and motor starters
- Full voltage non-reversing, reversing and multi-speed
- Freedom™ (NEMA™ Size 00–5) vacuum contactors, soft starters, lighting contactors
- Modifications including cover control, CPTs, auxiliary contacts, heaters and more

Eaton provides enclosed control solutions that are unmatched in the industry

- Local assembly and manufacturing capabilities
- Assembly and wiring of enclosed control
- Customized enclosed panel starting and lighting panels
- Modified pump panels
- Engineering support
- Custom AutoCAD™ drawing capabilities
- Quick-ship capabilities
- Customer visits are welcome

Enclosed control support

Four regional satellites

- Chicago
  - Tel: 630-260-6303
  - Fax: 630-690-7453
- Fayetteville
  - Tel: 910-677-5289
  - Fax: 910-677-5258
- Houston
  - Tel: 713-744-7530
  - Fax: 713-744-7531
- Portland
  - Tel: 562-944-6413
  - Fax: 562-941-7178

For Enclosed Control technical support, please contact Eaton’s Technical Resource Center: 877-386-2273, option 2

At Eaton, we're energized by the challenge of powering a world that demands more. With over 100 years experience in electrical power management, we have the expertise to see beyond today. From groundbreaking products to turnkey design and engineering services, critical industries around the globe count on Eaton.

We power businesses with reliable, efficient and safe electrical power management solutions. Combined with our personal service, support and bold thinking, we are answering tomorrow’s needs today. Follow the charge with Eaton.

Visit eaton.com/electrical.